Readings in Computer Architecture
Overview

Goals

- Learn and debate the state of the art in Computer Architecture research and production
- Evaluate impact of new architectural trends on other fields
- Come up with new ideas for research

Broad participation: CSE, ECE, BMI

Read papers from top architecture conferences and related fields
Logistics

- Time, date, location: on website
- Reading group is also 888.A11 – 1 hr credit
- Everyone should read the assigned paper
- One participant is responsible for discussion:
  - prepare 2-3 slides: paper overview, discussion points
  - interesting points, strengths, weaknesses
Logistics

Everyone is encouraged to suggest papers for the reading list

List of papers will be maintained on my website:

www.cse.ohio-state.edu/~teodores

Mailing list:

architecture@cse.ohio-state.edu